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This authentic spy thriller features spymasters William Colby (former 
CIA Director) and Oleg Kolugin (former KGB Major General). You ore a 

CIA operative. Infiltrate a web of rogue spies on your mission to stop the 
assassination that threatens the balance of world powers. 
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Gather intelligence online* by linking to real Web 

sites and accessing up-to·the·minute information. 

Track the trajectory of on assassin's bullet, surveil 

double ogents ond intercept radio transmissions. 

Unsurpassed film production enriches hours of 

realistic spycroft in a chilling world of intrigue. 

*Windows• 95 & Mocintosh• Versions Only 
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The newest addition to the Zork universe beckons you to journey to 
the darkest corners of the Great Underground Empire ... Explore five 
fantastically-detailed, 3-D realms as your senses devour stunning graphics 
and sound that set a new standard in computer adventures. 
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Featuring 14 Hollywood actors, dramatic live-action 

video and dozens of innovative puzzles in over 

40 hours of immersive gomeploy . 

Z-Vision Surround Technology allows realistic 360° 

movement ogoinst lavishly illustrated backgrounds. 
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It's the Muppets' version of Robert Louis Stevenson's classic search 
for buried treasure. Join Kermit'" and his Muppet crew on the interactive 
journey of a lifetime! Discover a treasure trove of puzzles, activities and 
learning gems in this whimsical world of fun! 
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lushly illustrated backgrounds, panoramic 360° 

views and stunning sound create the highest 

productian·value family CD-ROM ever. 

Your sidekick Stevenson the Parrot guides you 

through a never-before-seen blend of animation 

and video on three CDs! 

Four engaging worlds ond two hours of video 

(lecturing Tim Curry and Billy Connolly) provide 

hours of entertainment. 

When velocity forces fury, real athletes ploy HyperBlode. The 
mega-sport of the 2000' s, HyperBlode takes sports from the past: 
hockey, lacrosse and speed-skating - and bodyi:hecks them with a 
vicious street blow! Ruthless players, brutal teams and a world where 
only pain leads to victory. 

Available July '96 
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Challenge 12 future sports teams and over 

30 distinctive athlete personalittes in the 

Transnational HyperBlode league (THL) . 

Smart Cam technology follows the gameplay 

with multiple camera angles that allow for a 

full 360° viewing range of the action. 

Optical motion capture technology uses octuol 

human movement for realistic skattng and 

player fighting moves. 



Strap into the most realistic 31 st century war machines ever to 
explode an your PC. Customize 15 BattleMechs with over 20 
unique weapons systems and brave ultra-realistic 'Mech vs. 'Mech 
combat. (Windows® 95 Pentium® Edition includes NetMech11

!) 

NETMECH: 
EIGHT PLAYER PACK 

Engage in head-to-head 
scenarios via modem, null
modem or lAN in this multi
player combat option for 
MechWarrio 2 ! 

MECHWARRIOR® 2 
EXPANSION PACK: 
GHOST BEAR'S LEGACY 

Immerse yourself in yet 
another MechWarrior career 
with 12 new BattleMechs, 
all-new weapons and l 0 new 
worlds in over 12 devastating 
new Ghost Bear missions. 



The hit video game blasts 
onto Windows~ 95 with 20 
insane levels of hilarious 
action! Bungee-jump, rocket

ride and launch cows in 20 
crazed worlds. Autoploy lets 
you explore enhanced worlds 
without installation! 

It's the continuation of 
the classic jungle adventure. 
Join Pitfall Horry, Jr. through 
thirteen thrilling levels of 
intense side-scrolling gome
ploy, stunning animation and 
a pulse-pounding jungle 

soundtrack! 

It's a multimedia spectac
ular of sight and sound! Four 
puzzle games to explore! 
Remove matching tiles for 
enticing rewords - over 
400 tiles, 150 video clips 

and 300 original animations! 

Fifteen of Activision' s greatest Commodore 64 games - now for 

Windows~ 95. Jam-packed with arcade action, exciting adventure and 
mind-bending puzzles, this collection contains the absolute best from 
computer gaming history. 



• $6.00 shipping and handling per order. 
• CA, MA, NC, NY residents will be charged applicable sales tax. 
• Offer available in U.S. and Canada only. All orders must be paid for 

in U.S. dollars. Canadian customers will be responsible for applicable 
duties/taxes. Void where prohibited by law. 

• Offer expires December 31, 1996. 

When you order the MS-DOS® 
versions of Mechwarrio 2 and 
Mechwarrio 2 Expansion Pack: 
Ghost Bear's Legacy. (Not valid 
with any other offer.) 
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